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Open Minutes of the Harborne Academy Full Governing Body 
Held on Tuesday 9th June 2020 

At 4.00pm via Zoom at Harborne Academy 
 

Present: Apologies: 
 

Anthony Dennant (Chairman) Zakia Shah (Sponsor Governor) (ZS) 

Hafeez Din (Staff Governor) (HD)  

Jessie Elbaz (Head Teacher)  

Tim Graylen (External Governor) (TG)   

Rosina Morris (Sponsor Governor) (RM)  

Jeanette Prole (Sponsor Governor) (JP)  

Sue Woodward (Sponsor Governor) (SW)  

In Attendance: 
 

 

Catherine Bennett (Director of Governance & Co Secretary) (CB)  

Matthew Fortune (Assistant Head Teacher – Inclusion/SENDCo) (MF)  

Remy Mal (Assistant Head Teacher – Science and Outcomes) (RM)  

Sarah Ross (Deputy Head Teacher)   

Debbie Smyth (Business Manager)   

 

Key: Ch = Challenge                    SP = Support                          FI = Further Information                                  Im = Impact  

Welcome and Apologies for Absence 

The Chairman welcomed everyone present.  He reported that Nafisa Sajid (Parent Governor) 

(NS) had requested to stand down as Parent Governor.  The Chair formally thanked NS for 

her contribution to the board.  CB confirmed that the search for a new Parent Governor would 

take place as soon as it was practicable to do so in the Autumn term.  

Declarations of Interest  

There were none save for those already declared in the Register of Interests.  

Item 1 – Open and Confidential Minutes of the Meeting held on 19th December 2019 

1.1 The Chairman led the FGB through the above open and confidential minutes.  It was 

agreed that they were a true and accurate record of the meeting and could be signed 

by the Chairman. 

 Matters Arising – Actions Log 

The Chairman led the FGB through the Actions Log which was updated accordingly. 

Item 2 – Chair’s Action During Lockdown 

2.1 The Chairman and Director of Governance presented this item and led the FGB 

through accompanying report that set out decisions made by Chair’s Action during 

lockdown.  FGB members confirmed that they had received information on these 

matters and had confirmed the use of Chair’s Action during these exceptional times. 
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2.2 The FGB noted the report. 

Item 3 – Academy Management of Coronavirus Pandemic – Re-opening Plan to Year 10 

in June 2020   

3.1 The Head Teacher and Senior Leadership Team presented this item to the FGB.  The 
Chair and Deputy Chair also confirmed that they participated in the SLT meeting the 
previous day that reviewed the re-opening plan and Risk Assessment.  It was 
confirmed that throughout the Covid crisis, the Academy had remained open to all 
vulnerable pupils that wished to attend and all keyworker children.  

 
3.2 The Head Teacher referred the FGB to the papers accompanying this item.  She 

reported that as part of the Government’s gradual relieving of lockdown, Birmingham 
City Council (BCC), as the local authority for Birmingham, produced a COVID-19 Risk 
Assessment tool for schools in line with government guidance.  She added that schools 
are required to complete a declaration and return it to the Local Authority by 10th June 
2020 to confirm that they have followed and completed a risk assessment in line with 
government guidance for the wider opening of schools and BCC COVID-19 Risk 
Assessment tool; produced an action plan for reopening the school and provided a 
date for when the school will be ready to open. 

 
3.3 Members of the SLT led the FGB through the completed risk assessment.  It was 

reported that a working management action plan was put in place early on in re-
opening preparations and is regularly updated throughout this time as required by the 
frequently changing circumstances. 

 
3.4 It was reported that Year 10 parents and students have been notified of the Academy’s 

re-opening plans.  Views of staff and Year 10 students have been obtained and have 
played a significant role in informing preparations.       

 
3.5 The FGB discussed the Risk Assessment in detail.  Ch – key questions raised related 

to cleaning, PPE, staff, student and parent concerns and wellbeing, start and end of 
day matters, transport to and from school and estates management.  SLT provided 
details of the steps that had been put in place and confirmed that the safety of staff 
and students is paramount with every possible action being put in place. 

 
3.6 The Chairman thanked the SLT and all of the staff for their tireless efforts and 

commitment at this incredibly difficult time.  
 
APPROVED: 
 
The FGB approved the Re-Opening Plan and Risk Assessment and agreed it could be 
submitted accordingly to the Local Authority. 
 
Item 4 – Submission of Year 11 Assessment Grades 2019-20 
 
4.1 The Head Teacher presented this item and led the FGB through the accompanying 

report.  She stated that as a result of the Covid-19 pandemic and the subsequent 
cancellation of assessments this year, schools have been asked to provide a centre 
assessment grade to examination boards for each student in relation to each Year 11 
student. 

 
4.2 She added that the grade provided is the one that the student would most likely have 

achieved if they had sat their exam and is based on evidence held by the Academy 
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(eg mock exams and coursework) and reviewed by subject teachers and heads of 
department.  In addition, schools had to rank order these grades.  

 
4.3 SLT members then led the FGB through the accompanying data setting out the 

proposed grades.  Ch – FGB members asked about levels of confidence and accuracy.  
SLT members reported that an incredible amount of work had gone into arriving at the 
data with extensive discussions takin place.  SLT members reported that they were 
confident that the Academy could evidence the grades reported as required. 

 
4.4 Following detailed discussions, the FGB noted the report and thanked all Academy 

staff for the amount of work that had been put into this process. 
 
Item 5 – Any Other Business 
 
Part of this item has been recorded as a separate confidential minute. 
 
5.6   On behalf of the FGB, the Chairman wished to thank the Senior Leadership Team and 

all staff for their hard work and commitment in getting the Academy through this 
extraordinary time.     

 
The meeting then ended. 
 
Date of Next Meeting: 9th July 2020 
 
 
Signed: 
 

 
Mr Anthony Dennant 
Chairman of the Full Governing Body 
 
Date: 9th July 2020 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                              
 


